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if u want to open radar10 encyclopedia in windows 7.go to desktop and right click the encyclopedia homoepathica shortcut and select the properties and choose compatibility in top and check or tick the folder run as compatibility mode and select windows xp3. before that go to radar10 folder right click autoreg.exe and select the properties and choose compatibility mode select xp3 and asdo mentioned above. all you can think of: a) one symptom b) one materia medica c) one pulse d) one case. or one combination of
symptoms, materia medica and pulse that can be relevant in your case. you can think of in any combination! with the help of search, you can convert all your current knowledge of medicine into a custom rubric for your case. anything that can be listed in synthesis, in phataks, in your journal or that special proving can be used in your analysis and its value can be displayed graphically. besensitivity-full: radar10 encyclopedia includes a sophisticated sensitivity rating tool that computes the probability of a characteristic
symptom on the basis of the number of pulses within a repertory. additionally, you can analyze the probability of a characteristic symptom on the basis of the number of different pulse ideas in the repertory. beanalyzing-full: you can use any data object of your choice (e.g. pulse or case) as a kri or as a kwi! the name, notes and related rules can be applied to any data object of your choice! additionally, combining and analyzing kwis and kris allows you to analyze any data object. you can also mix the kwi and kri in any

way.
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